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Chapter One

THE COMPANY DAYS - 1957-1964

"Large streams from little fountains flow, tall oaks from little acorns grow".
David Everett 1797

by Major General N.R. Smethurst, AO, MBE

Day one of the Australian Special Air Service could not be described as a
grand occasion . On a fine sunny  mo rn ing on  the 25th July 1957 , a gaggle of
officers an d soldiers  met on the verandah of a World War 2 tin hut in the far
north eastern corner of Campbell Barracks, Swanbourne, Western Australia.
This was to be the headquarters of the newly raised 1st Special Air Service
Company, which at that time had no clear role, no training directives, no
stationery and an unsatisfactory equipment table. No one present saw these
deficiencies  as  an  obstacle  and the "can do, no problem", attitude of this
initial group  of men is one  that prevails forty years on.

Australia's development of what we now call "Special Forces", began with
the Independent Companies in 1941, and the secretive organization of the
Allied Intelligence  Bureau  (AIB) which was responsible for Special Operations
Australia,  Secret Intelligence  Australia, Combined Field Intelligence Service
(Coastwatchers), and the Far East Liaison Office (Military Propaganda Section).
The roles of the AIB, which included intelligence gathering, unconventional
and guerrilla warfare, offensive strike and sabotage, were later duplicated
within the Special Air Service' s roles  and tasks. These units contributed
significantly to Australia's war effort.

After the World War 2, British SAS units continued to demonstrate the
success of Special Forces. A territorial unit 21 SAS Regiment (Artists) was
formed in 1947 followed by 22 SAS Regiment, a regular unit which served in
Malaya from 1952 -59 (as  the Malayan Scouts). Both the Rhodesian and New
Zealand Squadrons served with 22 SAS in Malaya. Rhodesia had raised their
Squadron in 1951 (`C' Sqn) for service in Malaya and New Zealand raised it's
Squadron in 1955. The first of the postwar Australian Special Forces followed
the announcement in January 1955 that two commando companies would
be raised with one in Sydney and the other in Melbourne as part of the
Citizen Military Forces.

Surprisingly the most devoted advocate for the formation of a Special Air
Service Unit in Australia was a journalist with the Brisbane Courier Mail,
Stewart Harris . During the period 1952 to 1955 he actively lobbied the then
Prime Minister -  Sir Robert Menzies , the Minister for the Army -  Mr Joshua
Francis  and the retired  Lieutenant General Sir Leslie Morshead , outlining
the considerable benefit such a unit would have within the Australian Army.
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The first para jumps in WA by SAS were done at Safety Bay DZ south of Perth. Pictured here
are members involved in the first refresher training jumps at RAAF  Base  Pearce:BACK ROW
(Standing )  Sgt Al Bailey ,  Capt Ian McFarlane ,  Lt Mike  Jeffery ,  Pte Danny  Cook, Pte Jack
Wigg,  Pte Frank Bell ,  Pte Kiwi Breakwell .  4th ROW Crouchin Cpl Gordon  Burgess, LCp1
Jim Freeman ,  Sig Field ,  Pte Shorty Tu rn er . 3rd ROW  Pte Vivien Green , Pte Rusty  Reeves, Pte
Pat Marshall ,  Pte Snow Godber ,  Pte John Sexton ,  Pte Jim Stewa rt  (obscured ),  Sgt Danny
Nevi ll e. 2nd ROW Sgt Tony Haley, Pte Bob Smith ,  Pte Joe Flanne ry ,  LCp1 Bi ll  Mc Guinness, Pte
Tex Glover .  FRONT ROW  Sig Croft ,  LCp1  Bill Parsons ,  Cpl McGonnigal ,  Cpl Wally Hammond.

(photo R.  Reeves).

f?

3 Platoon, 1 SAS Coy  1958 -59. PI Comd,  Lt Mal Lander , Recce Officer,  Lt Neville Smethurst
PI Sgt ,  Clem Kealey .  L to R  (Rear )  Daley ,  Neilson ,  Grosvenor ,  Sorrenson ,  Williams ,  Roach,
Kelly, Sutherland ,  Hawksworth, Reynolds . (Centre)  Southern ,  Upton ,  Wilkinson ,  Croft,
Dilmage, Thurston ,  Livock ,  Thorburn ,  Brooks .  (Front)  Jackson ,  Mitchell, Weir ,  Kealy ,  Lander,
Smethurst ,  Lucas ,  Lamb, Scott and Sheather .  (photo N.  Smethurst ).  Note: Smethurst  would go
on the be CO of the Regiment in the mid '70s and Clem Kealy was RSM  also in the  mid '70s.
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Pte John Coleman gives a small  Aboriginal child a ride on Derby jetty,  Op Raven,  September
1959. This is one of the  earliest examples  of SAS involment in "hearts and minds"

Op Raven  1959. Here  Pte Kevin Shaw is getting  comms. The radio is the WS62.
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Jack Gebhardt , 1 Sqn 1967, tries out the
.45ca1 M3 "Grease Gun". This was a WW2
vintage design developed for the OSS in China
and Burma which performed fairly well in the
jungle.  (photo O.  Stevenson).

A variety of weapons were used by SAS patrols
and also captured by them. The photo shows
Bagzar Stiles  in the bush reading a funny
map. Note Beretta in shoulder holster. Many
patrol members carried a second weapon,
generally a .45 Colt for close protection and
to cover that awful possibility - the jammed
rifle.  (photo I.  Stiles).

The Grease gun became a
much more interesting
weapon to patrols with a
silencer fitted. Here John
Duncan LLl and Chicka
Baines (RI, 1 Sqn 1967, test
weapons with fitted silencers
which were built by the
Australian Engineers. Jack
Gebhardt looks on. Silenced
SMGs were a popular patrol
option for the elimination of
lone sentries and the ones
and twos who wander
through the large Claymore
ambush. They could be
taken out without com-
promising the ambush.
(photo O. Stevenson).
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John Duncan's patrol 1 Sqn 1967, carry
an interesting array of weapons. Ian
Conaghan carries an  M16,  Duncan an
M79 40mm grenade launcher, Simon
Liefting an SLR and George Garvin a
silenced Stirling 9mm SMG. The Stirling
lacked the punch of the Grease Gun and
the side magazine was cumbersome at
times. Ian Conaghan also appears to be
carrying a captured VC weapon over his
left shoulder, possibly an AK47 or an SKS.
This shot is a good example of the diversity
of weapon options open to patrols.  (photo
J. Duncan).

Tpr Shiny  Bain , J Tp 3 Sqn 1969 ponders
the days ahead as he waits for the vehicle
to take the patrol down to RAAF briefing.
His weapon is an SLR with shortened
barrel. Note the pace counter taped to the
stock. Paces were vital to an SAS patrol's
ability to know where they were at all
times. As the bulk of the terrain was flat,
compass bearings and paces were vital.
There were normally two navigators, Ptl
Comd and 21C, and two pacers, Sig and
Medic. Scouts would stay on the bearing
dictated by the PC and the Sig would
record changes in direction allowing the
PC to calculate their position very
accurately.  (photo R. Allen).
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Above: The Australian Vietnam Forces National Memorial, Anzac Parade Canberra. A fitting
and impressive memorial.  (photo J. Thurgar).

Opposite Top: Shows Charlie Stewart and Muka Standen with the WA Branch Association
banner under which we rally every ANZAC Day to remember our fallen comrades. In this
instance the panner is present at the King's Park Vietnam Veterans Memorial Day 1995 (18 Aug).

(photo C. Stewart).

Opposite:  Paul Duffy  outside the `Nambus' at the Memorial dedication in Canberra. This was

a mobile museum which gave those not in the know a small glimpse of Vietnam from the

soldier's view.  (photo P. Duffy).
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Chapter Two - Part 3

SOMALIA 1994 (UNOSOM)

In April 1994, Somalia provided SASR with it's third combat commitment
since 1957. The performance of J Troop, 3 Sqn in Somalia was vital to the
success of the UN effort there. The Troop was a small 10 man Protection
Team led by Sgt Gary Kingston and ably backed up by Sgt Mal Woods. It
injected the same enthusiasm, sense of duty and humour that SAS groups
have done over previous campaigns. The importance of the team's involvement
in this conflict cannot be underestimated as it is "sharp end" experience that
rounds off the soldier. This was their "Vietnam" with as many real fears and,
in many instances, hairier episodes than we encountered in Borneo and
Vietnam. For these reasons Somalia is included in the Active Service list. The
following article was written by W02 Gary Kingston, the leader of J Troop on
this operation.

J TROOP, 3 SAS SQN, SOMALIA, April-November 1994
By Gary Kingston

Pre arin to Go

In late February 1994, 3 SAS Sqn was informed of a possible deployment
to Somalia. HQADF had given approval for a ten man security element to
supplement the Australian Services Contingent 4 (ASC 4) as part of the United
Nations Operations Group 2, (UNOSOM 2). The squadron received a warning
order in early march but it was not until mid March that government approval
was given to increase the size of the existing ASC to include a security element.
J Troop was re-raised comprising ten personnel and three reserves who began
training for the deployment in April.

J Troop would enhance the existing security arrangements of the ASC as
part of  Operation  Iguana  and were to be prepared to provide the following:

a. Route security for ASC personnel travelling outside of security
compounds,

b. VIP protection and bodyguards for ASC personnel deployed outside
of secure compounds on high risk tasks,

c. Quick response teams for extraction of ASC personnel under threat,
d. Co-ordinate the defence of the airport camp,
e. Co-ordinate ASC evacuation planning,
f. Provide medical and signals support as required and provide casevac

security,
g. Operate and maintain two M 113 APCs, and
h. Assist and advise on physical measures at ASC personnel place of

duty.
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Cpl. Darren Smith , RASigs

LCpI.  David Johnstone, RAInf

L/Cpl Glenn Hagan, RAInf

WE
Cpl. Brett  Tombs, RAInf

Tpr Jonathan Church, RAInf

Tpr Timothy McDonald, RAInf

LCpI. Gordon Callow, RAInf

Sig Hend rik Peeters , RASigs
(1 Op Tp)

Spare a thought also for those that have served in SAS and have since passed away. This list
includes the following.

`Curly' Aitken Terry `Meeka' Collins George Jackson Ian Moore Jock Smith
Greg Ball Paul Boris' Curtis Jeff Jackson Bob Mounsey Ken R. Smith (ICA

Barry Barnes Harry Devine John Jesser Joe Nemeth C Sqn Rhodesian SAS)

Boyd Baxter Anatoly Danilenko John Jewell Danny Neville (DCM) Peter Smith

Frank Bell (KIA Svn, AATTV) John Kieszek Les Peters (AM) Bob Ripcord' Stafford

Grahame Belleville `Sonny' Edwards Stan Laver John Pettit (KIA SvnAAnM
Jim Stewart

(KIA. Svn, AATFV) Joe Flannery
y

Frank Lennon
,

Chris Pope Bob Taylor
` 'Terry Bradley Bruce `Doc' Fox Frank Lucas Jim Raitt Jock TulipBrian

Paddy' Brennan Wally Gook Clive Mason (KIA Jim Reynolds Dave Venus

Denis Brown `Darkie' Griffiths Mozambique, Selous Scouts) Felix Richards Rowdy Weston
Andy Buckle Kevin Hagan Jake Mooney Graham Schnider

Reno Whelan
(KIA Borneo 3 RAR)

Greg Harry' Butler Barney Haire (RAM John Murphy Brett Scholtz (RAN) Don Wilson
Peter Bye Wally Hammond Ray Murphy Geoff Scott John Hilton Wood
Edward Cherry Tom Hogg Norm McCullough Gavin `Gonker' Shaw `Logger' Wood
George Chinn Bill Hunter Jim McKenzie Ray Simpson (vc, DcM)Barry Young

MAY THEY ALL REST  IN ETERNAL PEACE
`WE SHALL REMEMBER THEM'
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